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Abstract
We propose to combine quantum chemical calculations, statistical mechanical methods, and
photoionization and particle collision experiments to unravel the redistribution of internal
energy of the furan cation and its dissociation pathways. This approach successfully repro-
duces the relative intensity of the different fragments as a function of the internal energy of
the system in photoelectron-photoion coincidence experiments and the different mass spectra
obtained when ions ranging from Ar+ to Xe25+ or electrons are used in collision experiments.
It provides deep insights into the redistribution of the internal energy in the ionized molecule
and its influence on the dissociation pathways and resulting charged fragments. The present
pilot study demonstrates the efficiency of a statistical exchange of excitation energy among
various degrees of freedom of the molecule and proves that the proposed approach is mature
to be extended to more complex systems.

Introduction
The energy transfer in molecular collisions with photons, electrons and ions and its redistri-
bution among the internal degrees of freedom are key features to understand the radiation-
matter interaction, relevant for various disciplines, such as astrophysics, atmospheric science
and radiation damage in biological tissues. In the last two decades, considerable progress has
been made in the development and application of theoretical and experimental approaches
to investigate both the energy transfer and the related electronic and nuclear dynamics.
However, as the size of the systems and excitation energy increase, the large number of
accessible degrees of freedom and competing fragmentation channels make this issue more
and more challenging. The distribution of the energy transferred in ion collision experiments
has been previously obtained by a measurement in coincidence of the projectile charge state
and energy loss, of the fragmentation mass spectrum and of the electron emission1,2 or via
a combination of photon and ion experiments.3 Theoretical determinations of the deposited
energy were obtained by the calculation of the nuclear and electronic stopping powers4 or
by the evaluation of the calculated transition amplitudes in ion-cluster collisions.5–7 Frag-
mentation was investigated typically within the framework of statistical theories such as the
RRKM Theory of Unimolecular Reactions,8–10 the combination of fast quantum chemical
methods with molecular dynamics11 or the Weisskopf model for cluster fission.12–14

Despite these efforts, the knowledge of the redistribution of the internal energy in a
molecule after collision and its influence on the fragmentation process is still scarce. Recently,
Xie et al. studied the effect of the distribution of the vibrational states on nonadiabatic pho-
todissociation of phenol.15 Nonadiabatic excited state molecular dynamics (NA-ESMD)16
methodology has proven to be an appropriate tool for the investigation of nonradiative re-
laxation of excited electronic states. Such investigations focus on the identification of normal
modes that participate actively in the redistribution of electronic energy during the inter-
nal conversion process.17 However, statistical energy redistribution occurs in a time span
of a few vibrations (<10−10 s)18 and due to the coupling between the electronic and vibra-
tional degrees of freedom, the parent ion relaxes via an internal energy dependent molecular
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fragmentation. Hence, it is possible to study the fragmentation separately from the ex-
citation process. Gas phase collision experiments help to elucidate the very first steps of
this complicated chain of events by providing well-defined laboratory conditions. For in-
stance, photoelectron-photoion coincidence (PEPICO) spectroscopy provides state-selected
mass spectrometric information, where the fragmentation pattern of specific molecular or-
bitals (i.e. at fixed internal energies of the cation) can be measured.19 However, also in this
technique the progression of the energy redistribution remains unknown as only the initial
internal energy of the ion and the final fragmentation products can be correlated. In particle
collision experiments the situation is even more challenging because the determination of
the initial internal energy deposited in the collision would require the detection and analy-
sis of the charge state and energy loss of the scattered projectile, measured in coincidence
with that of the ejected electron(s).20 This complex technique has been applied only in few
experiments. For example in ref.,2 the energy loss of the projectile after double electron
capture (Cl+ → Cl−) from adenine molecules was measured, or in the case of multi-electron
capture collisions of highly charged ions with Na metal clusters,21 where the branching ratios
of specific fragments were analyzed to yield information on the internal energies of fragment-
ing clusters as a function of the projectile charge. The transferred energies were found to
decrease strongly with the projectile charge.

The studied molecule - furan (C4H4O) - has a planar, five-membered cyclic structure
with an oxygen heteroatom. It is a simplified structure of the tetrahydrofuran molecule,
often taken as prototype of the DNA deoxyribose, that plays a role in combustion chem-
istry, polymer science and biologically active substances.22 Thus, several studies of furan by
photoionization and photofragmentation23–26 including threshold photoelectron-photoion co-
incidence (TPEPICO)27,28 and electron impact ionization29 experiments, have been reported
in the literature.

Here, we report a joint theoretical and experimental study which aims to establish a
universal framework for the investigation of molecular fragmentation after an ionizing event.
The essence of our strategy is to combine ab initio quantum chemistry methods with a re-
cently developed statistical technique30,31 to describe the redistribution of the internal energy
transferred to a molecular target by photoionization or particle collision and its effect on the
fragmentation yields. For this purpose, we use the Microcanonical Metropolis Monte Carlo
method, in its recent implementation in the M3C code31,32 to evaluate the assumption of
a fast and efficient coupling between electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom. Previ-
ously, we focused our attention on a more straightforward unimolecular decomposition of
neutral furan molecules.33 PEPICO is used to validate the theoretical approach which could
thus be applied to determine the energy transfer and redistribution in ion-collision and elec-
tron impact experiments. The direct comparison with the PEPICO experiments provides
a systematic means of evaluating the accuracy and applicability of this new methodology.
Additionally, it reveals several specific, previously unknown, multi-step fragmentation path-
ways of excited singly-ionized furan; thus providing further insights into the fragmentation
mechanisms.
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Methods

Computational methods

The theoretical strategy presented here consists of three, complementary approaches, focus-
ing on the dynamical, energetic and entropic aspects of the studied processes. Firstly, ab
initio molecular dynamics simulations (with a maximum propagation time of 500 fs and
time step of 0.1 fs) are carried out with the Atom Centered Density Matrix Propagation
method34–36 and the B3LYP37,38 functional combined with the 6-31G(d,p) basis set. The
energies between 5 eV and 30 eV in steps of 1 eV are deposited into the furan cation and
randomly distributed over all nuclear degrees of freedom. Vertical excitation is modelled by
taking equilibrium geometry of the neutral furan molecule after removal of one electron as
an initial step in the molecular dynamics simulations. For each energy 150 trajectories have
been calculated, giving together 3900 trajectories. Bond distances and charge distributions
at the last dynamical step (500 fs) of every trajectory are used to detect reactive mecha-
nisms. Bonds are assumed to be broken when the distance between atoms exceeded R =
2.5 Å. Even though the molecule is still expected to fragment after 500 fs, such simulation
time proved to give enough insight into the mechanism of fragmentation and possible prod-
ucts. Distributions of channels corresponding to different processes are given in figure S1 of
the ESI†. Secondly, based on the distribution of channels and mechanisms observed in the
dynamical simulations, critical points on the potential energy surface are optimized at the
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. Both quantum chemical methods are implemented
in the Gaussian09 software package.39 To localize critical points (local minima and transition
states), the Berny algorithm using GEDIIS40 is used in redundant internal coordinates as
it is implemented in Gaussian09 (default option). No special options were required. The
initial guesses of the geometries are created by a random sampling of the reactive molecular-
dynamics trajectories described above. Some transition state optimizations required manual
modifications in the initial geometry to reach convergence. The computational strategy here
explained (combining DFT with ab initio molecular dynamics) has been used with success in
the past to describe molecular fragmentation of excited complex systems.3,33,41–44 Finally, the
M3C statistical approach30,31 in a constrained manner45 introduces entropy maximization as
a procedure for obtaining fragmentation branching ratios. The M3C method considers statis-
tical space averages instead of time averages according to the ergodic theorem and considers
only the total energy of the produced fragments, neglecting the possible presence of energy
barriers on the fragmentation path. However, especially at lower internal energy values, the
omission of energy barriers may cause erroneous results. Therefore, in the case of furan
cation it is crucial to locate significantly high energy barriers in the fragmentation pathways.
The molecular dynamics simulations and the exhaustive exploration of the potential energy
surface ensure the location of such barriers. The species included in the M3C fragments
database and energies of transition states associated with the energy barriers are optimized
at the same level of theory as the potential energy surface, i.e. B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p).
Improving the level of theory in the electronic structure calculations would imply a huge
computational effort due to the large number of species to be treated. Furthermore, it has
been shown that an accurate description of molecular fragmentation processes modelled with
statistical methods does not require the use of costly high-level ab initio simulations.46
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Experimental methods

The PEPICO experiments have been performed at the GasPhase Photoemission beamline
of the Elettra synchrotron radiation source. A photon beam of 60 eV interacts with an
effusive beam of furan molecules and the photoelectron and photoion are detected in time-
coincidence, by a hemispherical analyzer and a time-of-flight spectrometer, respectively,
mounted back-to-back at the pseudo magic angle with respect to the fully linearly polar-
ized radiation.47 At selected binding energy (BE) values identified by the kinetic energy of
the detected photoelectron, the energy selected mass spectrum is measured. The relative
intensity of the parent and fragment ions in each PEPICO spectrum reported versus BE
produces the breakdown curves, i.e. the evolution of the branching ratio of specific frag-
ments versus ions’ BE. In the analysis, only processes leading to single ionization have been
selected. In the following, the term “internal energy” will be used to indicate the BE-IE
difference, where IE is the vertical ionization energy. Thus, this difference is the excitation
energy deposited in the molecular ion during the ionizing process.

The ion-induced fragmentation experiments have been performed at the low energy ion
beam facility ARIBE of GANIL in Caen (France)48 with a crossed-beam device described
in details elsewhere,49 thus only a brief description is given here. Low–energy ions are pro-
duced in an electron cyclotron resonance ion source. They are extracted, mass-selected,
pulsed (pulse length 0.5 µs for multiply charged ions and 3 µs for the singly charged one)
and transported to the experimental area, where they cross a molecular effusive beam. After
collimation, the different beam intensities are ∼ 60 pA for 3 keV Ar+ ions and ∼ 20 pA for
multiply charged ion species. The molecular beam was produced by evaporation of a com-
mercially purchased furan sample (99% purity, Sigma Aldrich) was kept at room temperature
in a glass tube drown in a water tank to ensure stable temperature during experiments. This
simple set-up configuration allows to obtain a sufficient vapor density without any heating
of the liquid sample. After the interaction, cationic products are orthogonally extracted into
a modified Wiley-McLaren linear time-of-flight TOF mass spectrometer.50 After passing the
1m long drift region the mass-over-charge analyzed cations are strongly post-accelerated
before impacting a conversion plate. Emitted secondary electrons are guided by a weak
magnetic field towards a channel plate detector. In this way, high detection efficiency is
obtained independently of the ion mass. The arrival times are digitized with 1 ns resolution
in an event-by-event mode (FAST ComTec P7888). Using a low intensity ion beam allows
to obtain conditions where the number of charged particles produced within one ion pulse is
negligibly small, thus several fragments detected per ion pulse are due to a single collision
event. Therefore, each event is characterized by the number of detected fragments and their
TOFs in such a way that the correlation between them can be studied.51

Results
The potential energy surface exploration results are summarized in Figure 1 with the frag-
mentation pathways of two-, three- and four-body channels. Among the two-body processes,
the most important channels involving skeleton fragmentation, ordered according to increas-
ing values of the calculated energy barriers (see Figure 1a) are: H4C+

3 + CO, H3C+
3 + HCO,
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Figure 1: Simplified potential energy profiles of the two-body (a) and three-/four-body (b)
fragmentation channels of the furan cation. Relative energies with respect to the lowest
energy state of the neutral furan are given in eV. Red arrows indicate the increase in the
energy of the corresponding fragmentation channels introduced in the M3C input data in eV.

H2C2O+ + H2C2 and HCO+ + H3C3. Three- and four-body decomposition channels mostly
consist of hydrogen losses and subsequent fragmentation. For the three-body fragmentation,
the lowest energy pathway was calculated for channel H3C+

3 + CO + H, while the four-body
fragmentation can produce fragments H2C+

3 and HC+
3 (see Figure 1b). The full potential

energy profiles with structures of transition states and products are presented in the section
SI.2 of ESI†.

A direct comparison between the PEPICOmeasured breakdown curves and the calculated
M3C fragmentation probabilities of the most significant ions is shown in Figure 3. Based
on the initial comparison between the height of the barriers in the potential energy surface
and the calculated M3C breakdown curves, we found it mandatory to artificially introduce
energy barriers leading to the production of fragments H4C+

3 and H2C4O+, i.e. for the lowest
energy channels, by increasing the energy of specific fragments in the database (see Figure 1a
and ESI† for further details). In general, the M3C breakdown curves are consistent with the
experimental ones, except for the two maxima predicted for the H2C+ and H2C+

3 fragments
and the different intensities for the fragments H2C+

3 and H3C+
3 . The latter can be attributed

to a number of species obtained in the M3C calculations, but not observed in PEPICO (panel
i) of Figure 3). Despite their relatively low intensity, they can alter the overall budget of the
“total ion yield” and decrease the branching ratio of H2C+

3 , H3C+
3 and other species.

Detailed investigation of the production mechanisms of the significant fragments and
the accuracy of their calculated breakdown curves with respect to the experimental ones
is crucial for proving the adequacy of the proposed method. The lowest energy barrier
for fragmentation of the furan ring is equal to 11.52 eV with respect to the neutral furan
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Figure 2: (a) Determined distributions of internal energy in the ion collision and electron
impact experiments. (b)-(d) Experimental mass spectra (red) detected after the interac-
tion of Xe25+ (b), electrons (c) and Ar+ (d) with furan molecule. Inverted peaks (blue)
are theoretical mass spectra obtained by convolution of M3C breakdown curves with the
corresponding internal energy function from panel (a). Mass spectral matching scores are
indicated on respective mass spectra.

(i.e. 2.59 eV over IE) and produces the H4C+
3 fragment in the allene form and CO. This

pathway proceeds through several transition states that involve molecular rearrangements
and ring opening (see Figures 1 and S3 in ESI†). The calculated value for this barrier is fully
consistent with the appearance energy (AE) reported in the literature28 and the take-off of
the corresponding PEPICO breakdown curve in Figure 3. Accordingly, the branching ratio
calculated with M3C is also in very good agreement with the measured one.

The fragmentation channel H3C+
3 + HCO does not require hydrogen transfer and relies

only on the cleavage of the C-O and C-C bonds. As a result, a cyclic isomer of H3C+
3

is expected to be the most abundant product of furan cation fragmentation. In this case
the predicted energy barrier (transition state ts11 at 11.78 eV) is about 0.3 eV below the
experimental AE28 (see Figures 1 and S4). Both experimental and theoretical results in
Figure 3 indicate that H3C+

3 is the most abundant species in the internal energy range 5
– 11 eV, even though the calculated branching ratio underestimates the measured one by
about 30%. The detailed analysis of the M3C simulations for this channel indicates that the
second peak in the PEPICO breakdown curve around 11 eV results from H loss mechanisms,
in which H3C+

3 is produced in a linear conformer.
Channel H2C2O+ + H2C2 (details in Figure S7) has a calculated energy barrier of 12.03

eV. The proposed mechanism consists in a two-step process: hydrogen migration followed by
the ring opening. The calculated branching ratio is in good agreement with the measured
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Figure 3: Comparison of the breakdown curves calculated with the M3C method (solid) and
measured in the PEPICO experiment (dashed). Lowest right panel collects the breakdown
curves of fragments predicted by M3C with probability higher than 10%, but not observed
in the PEPICO experiment as well as the measured and calculated intensities of parent
cation. The average error in the M3C calculated breakdown curves (standard deviation) was
converged up to 7%.

PEPICO breakdown curve in the internal energy range 4-10 eV, predicting a non-negligible
intensity above 10 eV, not observed in the experimental data. Finally, in the case of HCO+

+ H3C3 with a calculated energy barrier of 12.78 eV (see Figure S7) a very good agreement
between the calculated and measured breakdown curves is obtained as shown in Figure 3.

The mass spectra produced by single ionization of furan by two different ions (3 keV Ar+
and 565 keV Xe25+) and 100 eV electrons29 are presented in Figure 2b-d. The fragmentation
induced by other projectiles as O3+, O6+ and Ar11+ has been also studied and the results are
presented in the ESI†. The fragmentation patterns depend on the projectile and its charge
state. As the charge increases less fragmentation is observed and the parent cation dominates
the spectrum. Moreover, as in the case of the fragmentation of polycyclic hydrocarbon
species,52 the fragments appear in groups due to the loss of a single or several heavy particles
accompanied by multiple hydrogen losses, see e.g. the clustered features at m/z 24-32 and
36-44. Besides the parent ion, the most prominent peak corresponds to the H3C+

3 fragment,
as also observed in the PEPICO experiments.
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Discussion
The good agreement between calculated and measured branching ratios suggests that the
amount of the energy transferred to the fragmenting system and, thus, the resulting internal
energy distribution function is the main parameter which determines the fragmentation
pattern. Thus, it should be independent of the applied excitation, ionization method. This
is in line with the assumption that the excess energy can be distributed randomly among
all internal degrees of freedom. Therefore, from the calculated breakdown curves we can
determine backwards the internal energy distribution function for the ion-molecule collision
and electron impact experiments as that one which generates the best fit to each measured
mass spectrum (see details in section SI.5 in ESI†).

The level of similarity between experimental and theoretically reproduced mass spectra
can be quantified by a mass spectral matching score.53 The composite score, previously
applied among others to assess computed electron ionization mass spectra,54 can take the
values between 0 (no similarity) and 1000 (identical spectra). This score puts emphasis on
more informative higher mass peaks and accounts for similarities in the neighboring peaks
topology. In the present work, the scores range from 451 to 562. Composite score values
around 500 have been previously considered as satisfactory.55 Although the most important
peaks are well reproduced (parent ion and H3C+

3 ) decreased matching score can be attributed
to a too high number of peaks predicted by theory, which is included in the denominator
of the calculated score (see ESI†section SI.6 for more details). Interestingly, theoretical
mass spectra show additional, small peaks at m/z 50, 51, 52, and 53 compared to the
experimental ones. These m/z values correspond to the H2C+

4 , H3C+
4 , H4C+

4 , and HC3O+

fragments, respectively. The fact that these fragments are observed in theory but not in the
experiment is again due to the lack of inclusion of barriers in the reactions preceding those
fragments’ production during the statistical simulation. The production of these fragments
would progress through many H transfers and unlikely O or OH loss (see ESI†). Certainly, the
approximation we have done by assuming that these reactions will happen without barriers
and in a single step is imprecise. Nevertheless, such an approach is good enough to provide
sufficient agreement with the experiment in the explored energy ranges.

The obtained internal energy distributions are shown in Figure 2a and Figure S9. A clear
shift of the maximum towards larger energy values in the M3C calculated internal energy
distribution can be observed as the ion charge decreases from Xe25+ to Ar+. This result
is consistent with the fact that single electron capture occurs at much larger ion-molecule
distances for higher projectile charges,20 hence leading to a much lower energy transfer.21,56
Figure 2a shows that the internal energy distributions for Ar+ and electrons present maxima
at 6 and 4 eV, respectively. In these cases, ionization occurs in close or penetrating collisions
by either electron capture or direct ionization. However, in the case of Xe25+ the distribution
peaks around 1 eV and then extends up to 20 eV, representing collisions at large and small
impact parameters, respectively, with a predominance for the former. Energy distributions
for other ions are given in Figure S9. This qualitative agreement proves the adequacy and
generality of the proposed methodology.

We can also use the results of the M3C simulations to obtain information on the redis-
tribution of the excitation energy among its different components: translational, vibrational
and rotational energy and intermolecular energy. The latter is defined as the sum of the elec-
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Figure 4: M3C energy components as a function of the total energy. Error bars correspond
to standard deviation of mean probabilities over all numerical experiments.

tronic energy of the fragments (relative to the parent ion) in a given fragmentation channel.31
The different components are shown in Figure 4. In the region of lower internal energies, the
vibrational energy is the main component of the total energy, as the molecule remains intact
and therefore it is crucial to correctly predict and understand the fragmentation patterns.
The contribution of this component decreases until fragmentation becomes the dominant
process and remains at the level of 30-40 %. Above 4 eV, the most significant component is
the intermolecular energy associated with the bond breaking.

Conclusions
In summary, this combined experimental and theoretical study has allowed to i) give a
detailed description of the fragmentation pathways, ii) deliver the first report of theoretical
breakdown curves for the furan cation based on the combination of high level quantum
chemical calculations and a statistical Monte Carlo method, iii) determine the internal energy
distributions after charged particle collisions. The agreement of the PEPICO measurements
and M3C calculations confirms the efficiency of a statistical exchange of internal energy
between various degrees of freedom. When compared to the standard statistical RRKM
theory, typically employed in the studies of the fragmentation processes, the M3C method
proves to be more suitable for studying systems in which energy barriers do not play a key
role or the reverse barriers are minimal. In particular for larger systems, in which hundreds
of possible fragmentation channels follow barrierless transitions, the M3C methodology is
preferable to the RRKM theory. For example, for furan cation fragmentation, it is necessary
to consider more than two thousand reactions. From the RRKM perspective, it would be
necessary to use the variational RRKM technique (see e.g. Ref.57), which requires special
dedication to every reaction happening in the system. In particular, late transition states
are quite difficult to describe due to the basis of the approach involving a separation of the
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vibrational modes into “conserved” and “transitional” modes that become free rotations in the
transition state. This complexity makes the RRKM methodology unfit to be automated on
large systems like furan cation due to the large number of barrierless reactions to consider.
The inclusion of two energy barriers in the reaction network in the present work already
provided good agreement with the experimental breakdown curves. The results also support
the assumption, intrinsic in the M3C method, that the fragmentation is independent of
the excitation process, i.e. the applied excitation and ionization method. This underlines
the scientific potential of the method. The proposed approach, on the one hand, might
guide new efforts to unravel the molecular fragmentation of more complex systems like large
biomolecules and, on the other hand, find useful applications in the modelling of radiation
damage. It is especially important, for example, in ion-beam cancer therapy and energetic
processing of nanosystems.58
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